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in|sure CollPhir
The universal system solution for
company pensions and time accounts
Digitalization affects company pensions
as well. In addition to employee portals
that are accessible through internet access at home or at terminals in the company, increasingly more mobile software solutions are being used for the
communication of company pensions.
The interaction with the employee is in
the foreground, just as the possibility
to make company pensions perceptible
and to give employees the opportunity
to plan independently.
Simulta-

neously, the administration of company
pensions requires an increasing automation of processes to sustainably increase productivity in administration.
With in|sure CollPhir, we offer you a
standardized software solution for the
administration and communication of
company pensions. All technical and
legal matters in the administration of
operational models of company pensions and time accounts are considered.
in|sure CollPhir includes:
Direct commitment
Provident fund
Target pension
Riester (company pension)
Time accounts
Pension fund
Pension plan
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in|sure CollPhir

in|sure CollPhir
is our comprehensive software solution for the administration of all implementation paths in company pensions and
lifetime working accounts. The system ensures the efficient
handling of processes during both the entitlement period as
well as the service phase.

Our portal solutions complement the inventory management as a service portal or
permit browser-based contract management. In the context of company pensions
and time accounts, they ease the communication of the participating individuals /
institutions and therefore the fulfilment of legal information obligations

The features
in|sure CollPhir is a software solution
that was specifically created for your
processes in the administration of direct commitments, support funds,
pension funds, pension schemes, direct
insurances and time accounts. In order to cover pension provisions, in|sure CollPhir also allows you to manage
target pensions as a pure contribution
commitment within the scope of the
social partner model. On the one hand,
the system can be used for the administration of smaller inventories (for
example, real estate agents) and is also
designed so that case numbers (corporations) can be managed efficiently.

in|sure CollPhir

in|sure CollPhir offers a majority of its
processes in the basic configuration
and supports automated business processing in many concerns. This increases your productivity for contract management, creates transparency and
improves your service.
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The technically comprehensive representation of individual requirements as well
as flexibility and sustainability are properties that make in|sure CollPhir so valuable to our customers.
web-based portal solution for employers and employees (for all end
devices)

Automation of important business
cases
Management of insurance-based
and non-insurance-based product
solutions

graphic user interface to model
pension provisions and service
plans without programming knowledge (pension provision calculator)

Standard interface to process employer messages

modular design to manage all relevant stakeholders (for example,
pension institutions, insurance
companies, employers, employees,
brokers)

Creation of model calculations for
the annual benefits statements
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The technology
Just like all products from the in|sure
family, we are constantly developing
in|sure CollPhir. We provide you with
products that are always technologically and functionally up to date.

Furthermore, the following applies to
in|sure CollPhir, just as for all our in|sure products:

Multi-layer, scalable web application with open source frameworks,
based on 100 percent object-oriented technologies

Flexible adapter concept for existing peripheral systems that can be
connected synchronously or asynchronously

Eclipse development environment
with plugins for Eclipse Modelling
Framework (EMF), bug-tracking
code quality, TestNG (unit test),
etc..

Support of the DB/2 and Oracle
databases

Portability in a cloud technology

Masks: Angular
TInterface test: Tosca, Selenium
Continuous integration: Maven
(with Jenkins, Nexus, Sonar)
Source code management: SVN (others possible)
Interfaces:
archive

in|sure CollPhir

eGECKO,

audit-proof
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The advantages
in|sure CollPhir is individually adaptable and offers the necessary flexibility to implement an inexpensive enhancement and adaptation to current developments
and legal provisions in pension management. Our software solution additionally
offers you the following advantages::

Faster processing

Comprehensive know-how

Significant business processes are
shown within in|sure CollPhir in an automated manner. Through this, yourprocessing time per claim is reduced
and productivity in contract management is significantly increased.

Our knowledge and our abilities go beyond that of a normal IT service provider. Thanks to our experts from the
areas of company pensions and working time accounts, we do not just understand the technical requirements
for effective pension management,
but rather the professional ones as
well.

Integrated
All administrative processes during
both the qualifying phase and the service phase up to their completion can
be processed with one system.

Flexibel
in|sure CollPhir is platform-independent and can be integrated into existing IT landscapes thanks to diverseinterfaces..

Transparent
As a web-based portal solution, employees can access all data regarding
their private and occupational benefits.

Simple
Through the use of an intuitive user
interface, the user is guided purposefully through the program.
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The extra
Within the scope of our partnership
forums, we offer you the possibility to
actively cooperate in theenhancement
of our products in agreement with
user needs.
This has other advantages:
faster provision of new features
inexpensive development through
cost sharing
secure identification and implementation of industry-wide requirements (for example, regulatory
changes)

With the decision for in|sure CollPhir, we
guarantee you our complete support
during integration. This, of course,
includes the migration of your existing data. You decide if the migration
should be performed on demand or
through a different strategy. With
a team of experienced developers,
consultants and insurance experts,
we perform the change process together with you on site. This ensures
a smooth integration of your new
partner system and makes it easier to
begin using in|sure CollPhir on a daily
basis.

Do you want to find out more about
in|sure CollPhir?
We are looking forward to hearing
from you!

adesso insurance solutions GmbH
Adessoplatz 1
44269 Dortmund
T +49 231 7000 - 8000
F +49 231 7000 - 1000
E info@adesso-insurance-solutions.de
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www.adesso-insure.de

